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PKey

Summary

NXP-9348 Allow removing of activities list
instead of activity ids list

Upgrade notes

Components

Fix Version/s

{{ActivityStreamService#removeActivities(Collection<Serializable activityIds)}}
changed to
{{ActivityStreamService#removeActivities(Collection<Activity> activities)}}

Activity

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Status

Resolved 21/05/12

Created

See {{MiniMessageServiceImpl#removeMiniMessage}} or
{{RatingServiceImpl#cancelRate}} to see how to migrate code.
NXP-8920 Add missing API to fetch the
history of a document

The default definition of the DOCUMENT_HISTORY_PROVIDER provider has
been replaced, but the old one is still accessible under name
DOCUMENT_HISTORY_PROVIDER_OLD.
The default contentview has been updated accordingly.

Audit

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 27/02/12

NXP-9322 mail transport config not taken in
account in SendMail automation
operation

In tomcat environment, for hot-fixed instance, if protocol switch needed, apply
the attached templates using the following command in the nuxeo runtime

Automation

5.4.2-HF23,
5.5.0-HF08,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 10/05/12

Automation,
Core SQL Storage

5.5.0-HF14,
5.6

Resolved 11/07/12

patch -p0 << /tmp/templates.patch
Here is the configuration changes applied :
- the mail session is bound into the JNDI using the nuxeo's resource factory
{{org.nuxeo.ecm.platform.ec.notification.email.EmailResourceFactory}}.
- The 'mail.smtp.*' and 'mail.pop3.*' properties have been renamed
respectively into 'mail.transport.*' and 'mail.store.*'.
- user credentials may be filled for both protocols using the keys 'mail.user'
and 'mail.password' or by protocols using the keys 'mail.{protocol}.user' and
'mail.{protocol}.password' and properties are enabled by protocol using the
keys {{user}} and {{password}}.
For jboss environment, you should edit by hand the mail service configuration
in jboss templates and apply the same parameters changes
NXP-9662 iterable results not closed in
automation
NXP-9270 During mailbox syncronization ,
deleting the mailboxes for users
and groups that no longer exists
in LDAP/SQL directory should be
configurable

The property "cm.syncro.delete.mailboxes" is now used to control if the old
mailboxes are deleted or not during synronization. By default,if this property is
not specified, the mailboxes are not deleted. ( contrary to previous versions)

CMF

5.5.0-HF07,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 24/04/12

NXP-9287 Expose ecm:name to CMIS as
nuxeo:pathSegment

New CMIS-level property: nuxeo:pathSegment. Also usable in CMISQL.
It is mapped to Nuxeo's DocumentModel.getName(), which is the ecm:name in
NXQL.

CMIS

5.5.0-HF07,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 02/05/12

NXP-9550 Switch to OpenCMIS 0.7.0

Upgrade to OpenCMIS 0.6.0.

CMIS

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 20/06/12

NXP-9251 Add Freemarker functionality to
the Nuxeo configuration
templates

Due to some constraints of the Freemarker data model (see description), a few Configuration
configuration keys need to be changed:
- nuxeo.templates.parsing.extensions -> nuxeo.plaintext_parsing_extensions
- nuxeo.db.user.separator.key -> nuxeo.db.user_separator_key
- nuxeo.server.tomcat-admin.port -> nuxeo.server.tomcat_admin.port
and some java properties will not be available in Freemarker:
- java.vendor.url
- java.vendor.url.bug

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 18/04/12

NXP-9103 Marketplace packages shouldn't
modify distribution.properties

Since packages of the DM & DAM family are now just an addon on the
platform, they shouldn't touch distribution.properties, which describes the
underlying platform.

Connect

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 25/03/12

Stage 1: remove those actions from our packages
Stage 2: modify the tasks so that anything that isn't a hotfix is prevented from
modifying distribution.properties (check status of NXP-9086 with MG/JC first)
NXP-9432 Add support for multiple Connect
channels to nuxeo-connect-client

nuxeo-connect-client: new methods
org.nuxeo.connect.packages.PackageSource.getId()
nuxeo-core-api: New constructor org.nuxeo.ecm.core.api.PathRef(PathRef,
String)
getVisibility() added on multiple classes

Connect

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 05/06/12

NXP-8918 Allow PDF/A file conversion

When calling a converter, you can now pass an additional parameter to state
that PDF/A-1 conformance is needed:

Convert

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 24/02/12

parameters.put("PDF/A-1", Boolean.TRUE);
conversionService.convert("any2pdf", blobHolder, parameters);
NXP-8240 Add public detach/attach
methods on DocumentModel

New APIs:
- DocumentModel.detach()
- DocumentModel.attach()

Core

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 27/12/11

NXP-8933 When adding a comment, fired
event loses the comment
property

The Comment document is now stored in the property "comment_document"

Comments, Core

5.5.0-HF05,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 28/02/12

NXP-8945 Use SystemPrincipal when
creating system Principal in
LocalSession

The org.nuxeo.ecm.platform.login.SystemPrincipal class has moved to nuxeocore-api: org.nuxeo.ecm.core.api.SystemPrincipal

Core

5.5.0-HF04,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 28/02/12

NXP-9193 Add event filtering to async
listeners that are too general

PostCommitFilteringEventListener is a new sub-interface of
PostCommitEventListener that can be used.
It defines a method acceptEvent that can be used to decide at event time
(synchronously) whether this listener is worth calling with this event.

Core

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 10/04/12

NXP-9241 Move SchedulerService to
nuxeo-core-event

The internal APIs related to the SchedulerService have been moved to
package org.nuxeo.ecm.core.scheduler.

Core

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 18/04/12

Bundle nuxeo-platform-scheduler-core
(org.nuxeo.ecm.platform.scheduler.core) has been removed.
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Created

Note that the component name
"org.nuxeo.ecm.platform.scheduler.core.service.SchedulerRegistryService"
used in extension points is still available transparently through an alias for
compatibility. For those able to migrate, the new one is
"org.nuxeo.ecm.core.scheduler.SchedulerService".
NXP-9373 Add a document XML exporter
service

Added the DocumentXMLExporter interface that provides the exportXML,
exportXMLAsInputSource and exportXMLAsByteArray methods.

Core

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 25/05/12

NXP-9763 Mixup of sessions when several
from multiple repositories are
used at the same time

For Tomcat, the pool configuration which used to be done through a
<Resource> section in nuxeo.xml is now done through a <pool> section in the
repository configuration file (default-repository-config.xml).

Core

5.6-RC3, 5.6

Resolved 24/07/12

Core SQL Storage

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 22/12/11

Core SQL Storage

5.4.2-HF17,
5.5.0-HF11,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 06/02/12

Core SQL Storage

5.4.2-HF18
5.5.0-HF04,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 28/02/12

Core SQL Storage

5.4.2-HF25
5.5.0-HF10,
5.6-RC1,5.6

Resolved 19/06/12

The nuxeo.conf properties "nuxeo.vcs.min-pool-size" and "nuxeo.vcs.maxpool-size" are still used in the same way as before.
If further config (like blockingTimeoutMillis or idleTimeoutMinutes) is needed
then the new template to copy and modify is default-repository-config.xml.nxftl.
NXP-8221 Documents created in old
versions of Nuxeo DM cannot be
found when doing a fulltext
search on the title field only

On PostgreSQL the following SQL query updates the "fulltext_title" from the
current value of the "dublincore:title" field and fixes the issue.

NXP-8797 Make fulltext normalization
algorithm configurable

To customizing splitting/parsing, a repository config can now specify a custom
fulltext parser class using:

UPDATE fulltext SET simpletext_title =
NX_TO_TSVECTOR("dublincore"."title") FROM dublincore WHERE
"fulltext"."id" = "dublincore"."id";

<fulltext analyzer="..." parser="some.parser.class" ...>
where some.parser.class must be a subclass of
org.nuxeo.ecm.core.storage.sql.FulltextParser. It's likely that implementors will
want to override method parse().
NXP-8937 Allow Dialect subclassing

To use a specific dialect, set the sytem property "nuxeo.vcs.dialect" to the
class name of the Dialect subclass to use.
To override only the dialect for a given database, for example PostgreSQL,
use the system property "nuxeo.vcs.dialect.PostgreSQL".

NXP-9541 Improve Oracle + Nuxeo cluster
node removal behavior

The format of the tables CLUSTER_NODES and CLUSTER_INVALS has
changed and they ***MUST*** be dropped while the server is stopped.
DROP TABLE "CLUSTER_NODES";
DROP TABLE "CLUSTER_INVALS";
If you don't want to let Nuxeo recreate them (when using noDDL), the new
DDL to execute by hand is:
CREATE TABLE "CLUSTER_NODES" ("NODEID" VARCHAR(25),
"CREATED" TIMESTAMP);
CREATE TABLE "CLUSTER_INVALS" ("NODEID" VARCHAR(25), "ID"
VARCHAR2(36), "FRAGMENTS" VARCHAR2(4000), "KIND" NUMBER(3,0));
CREATE INDEX "CLUSTER_INVALS_NODEID_IDX" ON
"CLUSTER_INVALS" ("NODEID");

NXP-9817 Remove size limit on read acl for
Oracle

If you are subject to this bug (ORA-06502), you need to drop the ACLR table
before starting Nuxeo.
The ACLR table will be populated at startup, if you have lots of documents it
can take time and you may need to either increase the startup delay
(launcher.start.max.wait in the nuxeo.conf) either run the following SQL
command
DROP TABLE ACLR; BEGIN nx_rebuild_read_acls; END;

Core SQL Storage

5.5.0-HF12,
5.5.0-HF13,
5.6-RC3, 5.6

Resolved 01/08/12

NXP-9395 Provide a property to remove
default sort in DAM

new property {{org.nuxeo.dam.add.default.sort}}

DAM

5.5.0-HF08,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 30/05/12

NXP-8998 Allow digital PDF signature of
any file

The SignatureService API has been reworked completely.

Digital Signature

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 06/03/12

The SignActions Seam component has a new API as well.
Its default behavior can be customized using system properties:
- org.nuxeo.ecm.signature.pdfa=true/false: whether to produce PDF/A files
(default is false)
- org.nuxeo.ecm.signature.disposition.pdf=replace/archive/attach: what to do
with signed files produced from PDFs (default is archive)
- org.nuxeo.ecm.signature.disposition.notpdf=replace/archive/attach: what to
do with signed files produced from non-PDFs (default is attach)
- org.nuxeo.ecm.signature.archive.filename.format: the SimpleDateFormat of
the suffix to append to the filename when archiving (default is "('archive'
yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss)")
The dispositions (SigningDisposition enum) are:
- replace: replace the main blob with the signed one
- archive: replace the main blob with the signed one and archive the original
- attach: put the signed blob as an attachment
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NXP-9132 Add a parameter in digest login
plugin to specify the field use to
retrieve password

The new parameter "passwordField" can be set to specify the field used to get
the digest:
<extension target="org.nuxeo.ecm.platform.login.LoginPluginRegistry"
point="plugin">
<LoginPlugin name="DigestLoginPlugin"
class="org.nuxeo.ecm.ui.web.auth.digest.DigestLoginPlugin">
<enabled>true</enabled>
<parameters name="passwordField">password</parameters>
</LoginPlugin>
</extension>

Directory

5.5.0-HF06,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 30/03/12

NXP-9400 Fix update entry in multidirectory

don't silently ignore attempts to update nonexisting entries in MemoryDirectory

Directory

5.4.2-HF23
5.5.0-HF08,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 31/05/12
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NXP-9745 Improve Platform Explorer

Summary

Not sure that improve "Contribution display : list fragment by fragment is done"

Explorer

5.6

Status

Resolved 19/07/12

Created

NXP-9086 Refactor Nuxeo connect for
standalone capability

API changes on org.nuxeo.connect.update.*
Removed Maven artifacts: org.nuxeo.ecm.platform:nuxeo-connect-offlineupdate
New Maven artifacts: org.nuxeo.runtime:nuxeo-connect-standalone

Admin Center
,Installers / Admin tools
,Launcher
,Connect

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 21/03/12

NXP-9210 Make the clone.py script fallback
on master

New "-f" option in clone.py which allows to fallback on a given branch when
the wanted one is not found.

Installers / Admin tools

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 12/04/12

NXP-4801 NXP-4800 Display a
standalone widget in a given
mode

nxl:widget tag now accepts alternatives to the widget instance, like the widget
name or a widget definition

Layouts / Widgets

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 25/02/10

NXP-4933 NXP-4800 Provide more widget
presentation options

widget template list_subwidget_template.xhtm is now deprecated, and tag
nxl:widgetType accepts subwidgets.

Layouts / Widgets

5.6

Resolved 23/03/10

NXP-4937 NXP-4800 Add a "decorative"
or "container" widget type

Added marker "handlingLabels" on widget definition: when set to true, the
Layouts / Widgets
default layout template will not display the widget label and help label and will
let the widget render it (taking both the label and widget place in the rendering)

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 23/03/10

NXP-9234 Allow referencing of a widget
subwidgets

The json export has changed to include category in widget references: for
instance now we have {"widgets": [{"name": "nature"}]}, instead of {"widgets":
["nature"]},

Layouts / Widgets

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 16/04/12

Now possible to reference subwidgets (defined locally or globally) using the
same syntax than when referencing widgets in rows, for instance:
<widget name="testWidgetWithSubWidgetRefs" type="test">
<subWidgetRefs>
<widget>globalSubWidget</widget>
<widget>testLocalSubwidget</widget>
</subWidgetRefs>
</widget>
NXP-9286 Allow empty field mapping in
layout widgets

widget template complex_list_item_widget_template.xhtml is now useless, and
variable #{fieldOrValue} is now available for default binding in widget
templates.

Layouts / Widgets

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 02/05/12

NXP-9357 Add back a date formatter
guessing the century

Widgets specifying using the "short" format should now use
Layouts / Widgets
"shortWithCentury" instead. Default formatters now use the "shortWithCentury"
format so behaviour does not change for them.

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 22/05/12

NXP-9892 Add API to check if a layout
definition is empty

added LayoutDefinition#isEmpty

Layouts / Widgets

5.6

Resolved 17/08/12

NXP-9451 Add an extension point to filter
when notifications are sent

New extension point notificationListenerVeto

Notifications

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 07/06/12

NXP-8168 Marketplace package for BIRT

MP 2.1:
http://hg.nuxeo.org/marketplace/birt-reporting/rev/4fcc402d6a96

Packaging

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 13/12/11

NXP-9486 nuxeo-platform-seam-debug
bundle should be included only
in SDK

For {{5.5}}, in hot-fix remove the {{nuxeo-platform-seam-debug}} from the
bundles directory.

Packaging

5.5.0-HF09,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 12/06/12

NXP-8247 optimize publication state
queries

Document publishing state look-up is now based on ACL by default.

Publishing

5.4.2-HF15
5.5.0-HF01,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 29/12/11

Runtime

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 16/02/12

You can select the task based look-up by contributing a new factory to the
publisher service.
That factory will sub-class the
org.nuxeo.ecm.platform.publisher.task.CoreProxyWithWorkflowFactory and
initialize the field lookupState to an instance of class
org.nuxeo.ecm.platform.publisher.task.LookupStateByTask.
If needed, you can select the state look-up strategy when you're requesting a
publication tree
org.nuxeo.ecm.platform.publisher.api.PublisherService.getPublicationTree by
setting the property 'stateLookup' in the parameter map to 'byACL' or 'byTask'.
The corresponding constants are defined in CoreProxyWithWorkflowFactory.
NXP-8875 Allow runtime component name
aliasing

A component can now specify <alias> names:
<component name="com.example.comp.newfoo">
<alias>com.example.comp.oldfoo</alias>
<alias>com.example.comp.veryoldfoo</alias>
...
</component>

NXP-9316 wrong evaluation of ignore
directives in non reloadable
markeplace packages

Windows users: hand install the attached new launcher version for your
platform (replace %NUXEO_HOME%\bin\nuxeo-launcher.jar)

Runtime

5.4.2-HF22
5.5.0-HF07,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 09/05/12

NXP-9546 Add a JUnit runner for executing
parameterized tests suites

New JUnit4 runner: org.nuxeo.runtime.test.runner.ParameterizedSuite

Runtime, Tests

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 19/06/12

NXP-8906 Allow DATE-based comparisons
in NXQL

Now it's possible to make queries like:

Core SQL Storage
,Search / Query

5.4.2-HF18
5.5.0-HF04,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 22/02/12

SELECT * FROM Document WHERE DATE(dc:modified) = DATE
'2012-02-22';
This can be efficient only if the underlying database has a specialized index on
the column. For PostgreSQL, the index must be added as:
CREATE INDEX dc_modified_date_idx ON dublincore (DATE(modified))
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NXP-9035 Allow user registration to have
more than one configuration

User registration configuration should now use a name (by default is
'default_registration')

Social Collaboration

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 14/03/12

NXP-9058 Move nuxeo-activity in its own
repository

groupId for nuxeo-activity has changed from org.nuxeo.ecm.social to
org.nuxeo.activity.

Activity
,Social Collaboration

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 16/03/12

NXP-9169 Use UserRegistration module in
Social Collab

org.nuxeo.ecm.social.workspace.service.DefaultSubscriptionRequestHandler,
org.nuxeo.ecm.social.workspace.service.SocialWorkspaceEmailNotifier
and corresponding Actions class will be marked as deprecated and not used.

Social Collaboration

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 04/04/12

NXP-9537 Fix remaining bugs on gadget
Document Library

description is not clear enough for letting this ticket open

Social Collaboration

5.6

Resolved 18/06/12

11/09/12

PKey

Summary

Upgrade notes

NXP-9714 Rating > Missing label

Components

Fix Version/s

Social Collaboration

5.6-RC2, 5.6

Status

Resolved 17/07/12

Created

NXP-8623 Make it possible to run functional
tests in Chrome

upgraded selenium-server version to 2.16.1

Tests

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 13/01/12

NXP-9139 Upgrade to jmock2-junit4

Tests depending on Nuxeo test cases (mostly NXRuntimeTestCase and
SQLRepositoryTestCase) should be upgrade to junit4-style:
- don't extend TestCase
- @Override anything void setUp should be replaced by @Before public void
setUp
- @Override anything void tearDown should be replaced by @After public void
tearDown
- all test methods (public void test*) should be annotated with @Test

Tests

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 31/03/12

Transforms / Preview

5.5.0-HF04,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 26/01/12

The following shouldn't be referenced anywhere anymore:
- junit.framework
- 'extends TestCase'
NXP-8733 Correctly escape command line
parameters

The parameters given to a command line should match the following regexp:
{{[a-zA-Z_0-9-.%:/\\ ]+}}
There is no need to quote the file path or the parameters in the
{{parameterString}}, everything is handled by the {{AbstractExecutor}} class.
The contributions and classes are updated to remove {{"}} and to use
temporary files without special characters.

NXP-9531 Make XMap natively manage
Enum

Added default Enum (de)serialization in XMap using Enum.name() and
Enum.valueOf(String value)

Utils

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 15/06/12

NXP-8194 set tx timeout from an http
header

New methods:
- TransactionHelper.startTransaction(timeout): starts a transaction with the
given timeout.
- ServletHelper.startTransaction(HttpServletRequest): starts a transaction with
the timeout given by the Nuxeo-Transaction-Timeout header of the request.

Web Foundations

5.5.0-HF01,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 19/12/11

For tests, new feature:
- JettyTransactionalFeature: manages the transaction manager and
connection factory binding in the jetty naming.
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NXP-7793 Add a content view widget type

widget template using content_view_widget.xhtml has been removed, the
widget with type "contentViewWithForms" should be used instead.

Web UI

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 28/10/11

NXP-9048 Fix locale detection by JSF
components when switching
locale

if startupHelper was customized, need to switch locale calling
restHelper#setLocaleString instead of localeSelector#setLocaleString

Web UI

5.4.2-HF19
5.5.0-HF05,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 15/03/12

NXP-9052 Make page provider
maxPageSize default value
configurable with a runtime
property

New property: nuxeo.pageprovider.default-max-page-size (100 by default, 0
means no limit)

Configuration, Web UI

5.4.2-HF20
5.5.0-HF06,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 15/03/12

NXP-9089 Improve actions to support
different displays for a single
category

Added a type attribute to action definition, as well as custom properties, with a
generic template to display actions depending on their type + compatibility
extension point to add a type to all actions missing it when in a given category.

Web UI

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 21/03/12

NXP-9118 Allow version selection and
action contribution to the
Archived versions sub-tab

* VersionedActions: change List<VersionModel> getVersionList() to
List<PageSelection<VersionModel>> getVersionList(), add
#getCanRemoveSelectedArchivedVersions(), add
#removeSelectedArchivedVersions(), add #restoreToVersion(), add
#viewArchivedVersion(), add #getSelectedVersionId(), add
#setSelectedVersionId(String selectedVersionId)
* VersionedActionsBean: change List<VersionModel> versionModelList to
List<PageSelection<VersionModel>> versionModelList, add
#documentsListsManager
* documentslists-contrib.xml: add CURRENT_SELECTION_VERSIONS
* DocumentListingActionsBean: add #documentManager, add
#checkCurrentDocAndProcessVersionSelectRow
* ConversationDocumentsListsManager: add
#refreshListsOnDocumentSelectionChanged, add #refreshLists(String
eventName, DocumentModel selectedDocument)
* DocumentsListsManager: add #CURRENT_VERSION_SELECTION

Web UI

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 28/03/12

NXP-9404 Allow to check a filter without
actions and to retrieve a filtered
action by id instead of category

Added API on ActionManager: #checkFilter(filterId, actionContext) and
#getAction(actionId, actionContext, hideUnavailableAction) and similar
methods on webActions seam component

Web UI

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 01/06/12

NXP-9868 Improve document edition API
on Seam components

Added DocumentActions#updateDocument(doc, bool restoreCurrentTabs)

Web UI

5.6

Resolved 10/08/12

NXP-9891 Allow setting action properties
programmatically

Added Action#setProperties

Web UI

5.6

Resolved 17/08/12

NXP-8840 Allow instantiation of a
LayoutRowDefinitionImpl with a
category and a widget name

A new constructor is available: public LayoutRowDefinitionImpl(String name,
String widget, String category)

Web Widgets

5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 09/02/12

NXP-8939 Add a contextual information to
know a document was edited
through WebDAV

New information available in document contextData variable : source-edit
accessible with docMode.getContextData("source-edit")

WebDAV / WSS

5.4.2-HF18
5.5.0-HF04,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 28/02/12

NXP-8552 Fix crash when approving
workflow task

* TaskProvider: add the #endTask method.
* TaskService: change the return type from void to String for the 3 methods
#acceptTask, #rejectTask, #endTask. They now return the name of the Seam
event to raise efter execution. The unused #notifyEventListeners method was
removed.
* TaskServiceImpl: add the DEFAULT_TASK_PROVIDER constant for the
default task provider name.
* JBPMTaskWrapper: add the JBPM_TASK_PROVIDER constant for the
JBPM task provider name.
* Task: add the TASK_PROVIDER_KEY constant for the task provider variable
key.
* JBPMDocTaskProvider: add the WORKFLOW_REJECT_TRANSITION
constant for the workflow "reject" transition.
* Add 3 classes: AbandonProcessUnrestricted, EndProcessUnrestricted,

Workflow

5.5.0-HF05,
5.6-RC1, 5.6

Resolved 04/01/12
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TaskEventNotificationHelper to externalize and factorize their logic.
NXP-9832 Allow displaying tasks actions in
content views

selectionActions#onClick can not lookup components up using a given level
(using int param lookupLevel or string field lookupLevelValue)
content_view.xhtml template accepts more templating slots for actions and
after the main documents form.

Workflow

5.6

Resolved 02/08/12

NXP-9991 Routes model reload reinits repo
too early on hot reload

Hot reload triggers a repository init too early due to being called on "flush"
instead of "reload".

Workflow

5.6

Resolved 30/08/12

The consequence is that the repo doesn't see any type defined in the plugin
that's deactivated before being reactivated.
NXP-8235 Use recommended Oracle JDBC
driver class

Any custom nuxeo.xml or server.xml or nuxeo.defaults in the templates/, or a
customized nuxeo.db.driver in nuxeo.properties should use the new Oraclerecommended driver class "oracle.jdbc.OracleDriver" instead of the old
"oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver".

5.6-RC1

, 5.6

Resolved 27/12/11

NXP-8620 remove imported naming
implementation from nuxeo
common

- org.nuxeo.common.jndi package is merged into org.nuxeo.runtime.jtajca
- calls to NamingContextFactory.install should be replaced by calls to
org.nuxeo.runtime.jtajca.NuxeoContainer.install if no tx/resource
management needed
org.nuxeo.runtime.jtajca.NuxeoContainer.installNaming if not
- calls to NamingContextFactory.revertSetAsInitialContext should be replaced
by calls to org.nuxeo.runtime.jtajca.NuxeoContainer.uninstall

5.6-RC1

, 5.6

Resolved 13/01/12

NXP-8622 Update copyright to 2012 in
footer

customized footer and login pages should fill the variable with year "2012" if
they're using the localized message "label.login.copyright"

5.6-RC1

, 5.6

Resolved 13/01/12

NXP-8804 NXP-8792 Splitting
user-registration into 2 modules

user-platform-registration is now missing.

5.6-RC1

, 5.6

Resolved 07/02/12

,5.6-RC1
, 5.6

Resolved 10/02/12

, 5.6

Resolved 05/03/12

Module dependencies are now:
- user-platform-registration-core: Service, Descriptor, etc.
- user-platform-registration-web: implementation with content views, actions,
defaut templates, etc.
NXP-8842 Make test core feature
compatible with transactional
feature

Core feature is providing a guice scope for a better handling of the session
reset. In tests,
features that want to configure a service provider should now provide a
org.nuxeo.runtime.test.runner.ServiceProvider instead of
com.google.inject.Provider.
This let the feature being able to override the default scope binding.

5.5.0-HF03

NXP-8992 Extend rendition system

Some changes have been done on the API
- List<RenditionDefinition> getAvailableRenditionDefinitions();
+ List<RenditionDefinition> getDeclaredRenditionDefinitions();

5.6-RC1

and
- DocumentRef render(DocumentModel sourceDocument,String
renditionDefinitionName) throws RenditionException;
+ DocumentRef storeRendition(DocumentModel sourceDocument, String
renditionDefinitionName) throws RenditionException;
NXP-9025 Make it possible to update virtual
groups of a user from the
ComputedGroupsService

New method added on ComputedGroupService:
void updateGroupsForUser(NuxeoPrincipalImpl nuxeoPrincipal)

5.5.0-HF05

,5.6-RC1
, 5.6

Resolved 12/03/12

NXP-9092 propagated security context
leaks in JBoss

Add in the definition of the authentication plugin

5.4.2-HF21

,5.5.0-HF06
,5.6-RC1
, 5.6

Resolved 22/03/12

, 5.6

Resolved 15/05/12

,5.6-RC1
, 5.6

Resolved 28/05/12

, 5.6

Resolved 15/07/12

<needStartingURLSaving>true</needStartingURLSaving>
NXP-9334 Add to FileUtils a
readBytes(InputStream in,
boolean closeInputStream)
method that allows not to close
the InputStream (useful for
ZipInputStream)

Added FileUtils#readBytes(InputStream in, boolean closeInputStream)

5.6-RC1

NXP-9382 Fix image widgets display under
IE

img tag is not rendered anymore when src value is empty

5.5.0-HF08

NXP-9677 Fix hot reload of action filters

use ContributionFragmentRegistry#removeContribution(contrib, true) when
needing to use the "equals" method on contribution

5.6-RC3

NXP-9874 Error at startup about property
"nuxeo.server.https.keystoreFile"
when upgrading to 5.6

https support requires more properties to be filled now.
do not configure any of the https properties if you do not use https anyway, or
fill the properties the startup complains about.

5.6

Resolved 13/08/12

The properties to define are:
- nuxeo.server.https.port=443
- nuxeo.server.https.keystoreFile=/path/to/keystore
- nuxeo.server.https.keystorePass=password
- nuxeo.url=https://localhost/nuxeo
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